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AbstrAct

Objective

To evaluate a computer-assisted point-prevalence survey (CAPPS) for hospital-
acquired infections (HAIs).

Design

Validation cohort.

setting

A 754-bed teaching hospital in the Nettherlands

Methods

For the internal validation of a CAPPS for HAIs, 2,526 patients were included. All 
patient records were retrospectively reviewed in depth by 2 infection control 
practitioners (ICPs) to determine which patients had suffered an HAI. Preventie van 
Ziekenhuisinfecties door Surveillance (PREZIES) criteria were used. Following this 
internal validation, 13 consecutive CAPPS were performed in a prospective study 
from January to March 2013 to determine weekly, monthly, and quarterly HAI point 
prevalence. Finally, a CAPPS was externally validated by PREZIES (Rijksinstituut 
voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu [RIVM], Bilthoven, Netherlands). In all evaluations, 
discrepancies were resolved by consensus.

results

In our series of CAPPS, 83% ofthe patients were automatically excluded from de-
tailed review by the ICP. The sensitivity ofthe method was 91%. The time spent per 
hospital-wide CAPPS was ~3 hours. External validation showed a negative predictive 
value of 99.1% for CAPPS.

conclusions

CAPPS proved tobe a sensitive,accurate,and efficientmethod to determine serial 
weekly point-prevalence HAI rates in ourhospital.
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IntrODuctIOn

Surveillance of HAI is the systematic collection of data, consolidation and analysis of 
these data into useful information, and dissemination of results to persons who need 
to know and can take action.1 Traditional hospital-wide, ward-based pointprevalence 
surveys are labor intensive and therefore are performed infrequently, eg, only twice 
a year by the current infection control staff in Ziekenhuis Groep Twente (ZGT), a 754-
bed general hospital. This low frequency of surveys does not facilitate the detection 
of trends or outbreaks and provides little insight into the hospital-wide burden of 
HAI.2 Using automated algorithms3 to discriminate between patients with and with-
out HAI, point-prevalence surveys can be performed much more efficiently, making 
it possible to increase the number of surveys performed per year and to introduce 
analysis at ward and service levels. In a 1,200-bed university hospital, we previously 
showed that, with an automated selection algorithm (ie, IDM-Surveillance software), 
which reliably and consistently excluded 70% of patients from detailed review by 
the ICP, it is indeed possible to perform a point-prevalence survey in significantly 
less time.4–6 Because the case mix of patients, complexity of care, length of stay, and 
prevalence of HAI differ among hospitals, we evaluated the algorithm and the use of 
IDM-Surveillance in a large general hospital.

MethODs

Ziekenhuis Groep Twente is a 754-bed teaching hospital with 2 locations. Annually, 
ZGT has 37,188 admissions with a total of 189,153 hospital days (Annual Report, 
2012). The Department of Infection Control of ZGT has 5 ICPs (3.4 fulltime equivalents).

A hospital-wide, ward-based, point-prevalence survey is routinely performed twice 
each year to determine the HAI burden in ZGT. For each ward, an appointment with 
an attending nurse is made and a registration form (including instructions)7 is sent 
in preparation for an interview in which the answers are discussed with the ICP. All 
data and results are submitted to the national Preventie van Ziekenhuisinfecties 
door Surveillance (PREZIES) database (see Supplementary Table).

IDM-Surveillance is a clinical decision support system and workflow management 
tool that facilitates surveillance of HAI based on frequently performed CAPPS and 
automates the dissemination of information to managerial and medical staff. The 
algorithm, method, and software were developed and validated at the Department 
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of Medical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases, Erasmus University Medical Center 
(Erasmus MC), Rotterdam, Netherlands.

The software consists of a standardized and normalized database with interfaces 
to the hospital information systems and laboratory and clinical databases. Through 
daily automated import services, this database is uploaded with all laboratory, clini-
cal, and census data needed for the software to execute its algorithms. Furthermore, 
electronic radiology and surgical operation reports as well as documented care 
plans by attending physicians and nurses are imported into the database.

A computer-assisted point-prevalence survey (CAPPS) consists of an automated 
algorithm-based selection of patients followed by manual assessment by the ICP to 
determine the presence of an HAI. The algorithm used in the CAPPS was integrally 
adopted from the Erasmus MC (where it was developed and validated).5,6 For each 
patient, the automated algorithm calculates a daily nosocomial infection index (Nii), 
a score that is routinely saved. On the day of prevalence measurement, all patients 
with an Nii score above a specified threshold (ie, 8) are selected. According to the 
PREZIES national CDC-based criteria,8 selected patients were subsequently listed for 
manual assessment by 2 independent ICPs for 5 groups of HAI: surgical site infection 
(SSI), bloodstream infection (BSI), lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI), urinary tract 
infection (UTI), and other. This manual assessment procedure is facilitated by an on-
screen timeline representation of all relevant laboratory, pharmacy, and clinical data. 
Keywords to predict infection are automatically highlighted in the written reports. 
A dedicated workflow facilitates the assessment results, which are entered into the 
program by the ICPs. After each ICP has finished assessing the selected patients, 
the software detects discrepancies between their results. These discrepancies are 
resolved by consensus in a meeting of the 2 ICPs. After being medically authorized, 
the final results are automatically disseminated to the physicians (Figure 1).

For internal validation of CAPPS, 2,526 patients from 6 consecutive traditional 
hospital-wide, ward-based, prevalence surveys performed between 2010 and 2013 
were selected and re-reviewed in depth by 2 senior infection control professionals, 
1 ICP and 1 medical doctor microbiologist, who had not participated in the original 
surveys in 2010–2013. Patients whose symptoms had already subsided but who 
were still being treated on the prevalence survey date were considered positive ac-
cording to the PREZIES criteria. This in-depth review was used to represent true HAI 
prevalence. The same cohort was also assessed by a CAPPS using IDM-Surveillance 
software. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of both the original, traditional, 
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ward-based surveys and CAPPS were subsequently calculated using the same gold 
standard, ie, the results of the in-depth retrospective reassessment by the 2 ICPs.

Following this retrospective validation study, we conducted a prospective study in 
which 13 consecutive weekly CAPPS were performed in a period from January to 
March. The time spent per CAPPS was recorded.

To externally validate the results of a CAPPS, 3 infection control experts from the 
Dutch national organization for HAI surveillance (PREZIES, Bilthoven, Netherlands) 
evaluated 1 of the 13 CAPPS. During a 2-day visit, they assessed all 328 patients that 
had been scored negative by the software algorithm. For each patient, all laboratory 
and clinical data in the electronic patient record were assessed. Positive findings 
were discussed with the ICPs of ZGT and were resolved by consensus where pos-
sible. The chair of the PREZIES team had the final say on patient positivity for HAI.

Figure 1. Workflow computer-assisted point prevalence survey for hospital-acquired infection.
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results

Retrospective review by 2 ICPs of all 2,526 patients, previously included in 6 con-
secutive, hospital-wide, ward-based surveys from 2010 to 2013 yielded 55 sepa-
rate episodes of HAI, resulting in an average overall HAI prevalence rate of 2.2%. 
Compared to this true HAI rate, the original ward-based surveys detected only 40 
episodes of HAI, representing a sensitivity of 73%. The software algorithm marked 
2,098 of 2,526 (83%) of the patients automatically negative for an HAI and detected 
50 HAI episodes. Comparison of the results of the CAPPS and the traditional ward-
based survey to the results of the retrospective review showed sensitivities of 91% 
(95% CI, 80%–97%) versus 73% (95% CI, 59%–83%) and accuracies of 99.8% 
versus 98.5%, respectively. With CAPPS, 100% of the SSIs (21 of 21), 83% of the 
BSIs (5 of 6), 94% of the LRTIs (16 of 17), and 67% of the UTIs (6 of 9) were selected 
by the software for ICP review (Table 1).

Following the internal validation study, 13 consecutive CAPPS were prospectively 
performed each Thursday from January to March 2013. The prevalence rate of 
patients with HAI was 1.8% (range, 0.9%–3.4%) (Figure 2). In total, 100 of 5,447 
included patients suffered from 122 HAIs, including 26 SSIs, 37 UTIs, 32 LRTIs, 25 
BSIs, and 2 other HAIs.

In the 13 consecutive CAPPS, on average, 349 patients were automatically marked 
negative and 70 patients were scored positive. After detailed review by the ICP, 
on average, 8 of 70 patients (11%) were deemed truly positive for HAI. The time 
needed by ICPs to perform a single CAPPS was ~3 hours. During these 3 hours, ICPs 

table 1. A Summary of the Results of 6 Consecutive Point-Prevalence Surveys According to the Tra-
ditional Ward-Based Survey and CAPPS.a

CAPPS Traditional Ward-Based Survey

No. of patients included 2,526 2,526

Sensitivity, % 90.7 72.7

Accuracy, % 99.9 98.5

No. of SSIs 21/21 14/21

No. of BSIs 5/6 5/6

No. of UTIs 6/9 6/9

No. of LRTIs 16/17 13/17

No. of other HAIs 2/2 2/2

All patients who were scored positive by CAPPS were included in the pre-selection of patients made 
by the algorithm.
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reviewed the patients preselected by the IDM-Surveillance algorithm and solved 
their discrepancies (see Figure 1, point 4a, 4b, and 5).

An external audit team of PREZIES assessed each of the 328 patients that were 
scored negative by the software algorithm in 1 of the 13 CAPPS. Among these pre-
sumably HAI-negative patients, the external auditors found that 3 patients did have 
HAIs, 1 patient with an LRTI (a case of clinical pneumonia without microbiological 
confirmation), and 2 patients with deep SSIs.

DIscussIOn

In this study, we showed that CAPPS, conducted using IDMSurveillance software, is 
a highly accurate and efficient method of performing hospital-wide screening for all 
types of HAI. Its efficiency is such that it can be performed on a weekly basis, even 
in a large teaching hospital because it requires only 3 hours of ICP time. Internal 
validation showed a sensitivity of 91% and accuracy of 99.9% with a CAPPS. In 
contrast, for a traditional ward-based survey, the sensitivity was 73% and the ac-
curacy was 98.5%. The enhanced performance of the CAPPS can be explained by 

Figure 2. Prevalence of hospital acquired infection detected by 13 consecutive, weekly, hospital-
wide, point-prevalence surveys using IDM-Surveillance software. Data are presented for all ward as 
a weekly, monthly, and quarterly scores, including 95% confidence intervals (upper panels), and for 
patients cared for by 2 medical specialties (lower panels).
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several factors. First, CAPPS allows ICPs to focus on high-risk patients; only 17% 
of the patients needed detailed assessment to find 91% of the HAIs.9 In addition, 
the intuitive, chronologically orderly (ie, time line), on-screen presentation of all 
relevant clinical (including the patient’s decursus and radiological findings) and 
laboratory data greatly facilitates the assessment of individual patients by the ICP.10 
Finally, the independent assessment of each patient by 2 ICPs and the subsequent 
discrepancy analysis by consensus meeting of these 2 ICP clearly enhanced the 
accuracy of the survey system.11 In the retrospective analysis, 5 HAIs (1 LRTI, 3 UTIs, 
and 1 BSI) were not picked up by the algorithm used in the CAPPS. In the case of the 
LRTI and UTI, only clinical criteria to score an HAI were met at the time of the point-
prevalence survey. The infections were treated empirically, but CRP, leukocyte count, 
or microbiological examinations were not performed. The patient with BSI was still 
being treated with antibiotics at the time of the survey but had become free of signs 
and symptoms of invasive infection. On the other hand, 15 cases were missed in 
the traditional, ward-based, point-prevalence surveys. Several factors might have 
contributed to the higher detection of HAI during the retrospective review. In the 
ward-based surveys, each patient was assessed at a different point in time during 
working hours. During the retrospective review, each patient was assessed at 24:00 
hours and, therefore, all clinical and diagnostic data of the whole day were taken 
into account. In this respect, the CAPPS method resembled the retrospective review 
because it also used 24:00 hours as the census time. Another factor may be that 
the level of expertise of the 2 senior ICPs who performed the in-depth retrospec-
tive review in a research setting exceeded that of the ICP performing the routine 
traditional surveys on the wards.12 Other studies have also reported improved case 
findings13–15 with the use of electronically assisted surveillance (EAS).16

In the second part of the study, 13 consecutive CAPPS were performed in the 
first quarter of 2013, resulting in an average point prevalence of 1.8% (range, 
0.9%–3.4%). Reporting the weekly point prevalence rates aggregated by month and 
quarter showed the potential of this method to detect trends in HAIs earlier and with 
statistical significance. Even when the numbers of hospitalized patients were small 
for 1 medical specialty, quarterly presentation of the results still provided useful 
insights regarding the burden of HAI.

The external validation showed a 99.1% (325 of 328) concordance between cases 
automatically marked negative for HAI during the CAPPS of March 21 and the find-
ings of the PREZIES experts. The 3 discrepant cases consisted of 2 deep SSIs and 1 
pneumonia. Further analysis showed that the 2 deep SSIs were still being treated 
(ie, by topical wound treatment and/or antibiotics) but that laboratory markers of 
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infection were not present at the time of the survey. This finding suggests that the 
algorithm may need to be adjusted to further optimize case finding (eg, using text 
mining tools to find the clinical criteria on which a ‘pneumonia without microbio-
logical confirmation’ is scored) when a single pointprevalence survey is performed 
only once every 6 months, as is the case for the current PREZIES point-prevalence 
surveys. It is also possible to lower the threshold of the automated algorithm to 
increase its sensitivity further, but this would result in a decrease in specificity and 
thus an increase in workload. During the development of the algorithm, we used 
receiver operator curve (ROC) analysis to determine the optimal trade-off between 
sensitivity and specificity, requiring a sensitivity of ≥90%. On the other hand, when 
point-prevalence surveys are repeated every week, HAI episodes are less likely to 
be missed. Indeed, the 2 patients with deep SSIs that were scored HAI negative by 
CAPPS were flagged positive by the algorithm in the weeks before; thus, they were 
selected for detailed review during their hospital stay (March 7 and 14, 2013). Be-
cause overall HAI prevalence is low and length of stay has been steadily decreasing 
over the last decade, the current sensitivity of a weekly CAPPS may become compro-
mised in the future. By focusing surveillance activities on wards with an HAI risk and 
by simultaneously reducing the time interval between successive CAPPS combined 
with correction for repeatedly identified HAI in the same patient, this CAPPS system 
can be readily transformed to yield HAI incidence data of very good quality.

Performing repeated CAPPS in itself will not decrease HAI rates without interven-
tions, but we are confident that based on the sensitivity of the CAPPS method, it 
can be used to measure the effects of interventions. However, in the 13 weeks we 
performed CAPPS, no major interventions were conducted in this hospital.

Both strategies, point-prevalence and incidence measurements, are useful to inform 
infection control teams about the presence of HAIs and each method has strengths. 
Incidence rates can be used to assess the risk for HAI, while pointprevalence is a more 
informative metric regarding the burden (morbidity) of HAI for the organization. In 
the Netherlands, hospitals voluntarily participate in hospital-wide point-prevalence 
surveys and/or incidence surveillance of SSI or CLABSI. In the Erasmus MC in 2008, 
we started the development of the computer-assisted point-prevalence survey 
(CAPPS). A hospital-wide point-prevalence survey of HAI was conducted twice yearly 
thereafter within the framework of the national HAI surveillance system PREZIES. 
We then noted that, although we fully complied with national standards, the impact 
of the hospital-wide point-prevalence survey was limited. These point-prevalence 
surveys were labor intensive and took at least 2 weeks to complete. Importantly, 
the value of the information reported back to the clinical departments was limited 
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by the small numbers of patients included per medical discipline. Notably, surveil-
lance of HAIs by continuously measuring hospital-wide incidence rates is seldom 
reported, probably because it was too labor-intensive when performed without the 
aid of a computer-based search system.

A complete PREZIES point-prevalence survey basically consists of 3 parts: (1) gather-
ing all data and risk factors for each patient included, (2) assessing whether an HAI 
is present, and (3) uploading the data and findings into the national database. On 
average in this hospital, 419 patients were included in a point-prevalence survey, 
411 patients were negative, and 8 patients were positive for HAI. Based on the esti-
mates presented in the supplementary data, the time periods needed to complete 
the 3 parts of a PREZIES survey are 105 hours, 43 hours, and 43 hours. All types 
(or subtypes) of HAIs are documented during a PREZIES survey. In a CAPPS, this 
documentation is limited to 5 categories: SSI, LRTI, UTI, BSI, and other. Furthermore, a 
PREZIES survey requires reading all patient records, and not only is the presence or 
absence of an HAI specified but also the use of antibiotics, the presence of catheters, 
and several other parameters are also included.

These 2 methods differ and serve different goals. A CAPPS in its current form can 
support the ICPs performing a PREZIES survey, but a CAPPS cannot replace this 
survey. Depending on the current hospital practice, full automation of data retrieval, 
decision making supported by automated algorithms, and visualization of informa-
tion can lead to increased efficacy.

We report a time requirement of 3 hours per CAPPS in this study. This time period 
was achieved by a team consisting of a senior ICP and an MD microbiologist who 
performed all 13 surveys in consecutive sessions. In practice, a CAPPS performed each 
week by the regular infection control staff is, we believe, feasible in 1 working day.

In conclusion, an automated electronic surveillance method based on an expert 
rule-driven algorithm proved sensitive and efficient in a large general hospital. Only 
a minority of patients (17%) remains to be assessed in detail by the infection control 
team. Because this detailed assessment is supported by a timeline representation 
of all laboratory and clinical parameters, a net labor investment of only 3 hours 
was required per hospitalwide, 754-bed point-prevalence survey. Weekly CAPPS 
can provide hospital managerial and medical staff timely and valuable information 
regarding the presence of HAIs in their institutions.
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For supplementary material for this article, please visit http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/
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